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2.1
Rapid growth of 3D printing industry has
signiﬁcant impact on production and distribution
of goods. Its big-role-playing part is a material
market. Most of the materials for lo-budget and
consumer-level 3D printers are supplied in form of
polymer wire coiled on spools. Such spools are
heavy and space-hungry, even long after the
material is used. That's why there isn't any recycle
chain for them similar to that of glass bottles.
LOOP Supply foldable Medusa Spool
could be the solution.
It's innovative one element uniform material
spool design that is up to 80% lighter compared to
conventional spools and could be folded and
resend back to the supplier. Moreover, it's made
of recycled and recyclable healthy industrial
material.

2.2
Coiled wire remains toroidal shape itself, the spool
prevents from tangling and unwinding. It's made in
one piece of ﬂexible and durable lo-density
Polyethylene (LDPE). 5 folded and compressed
Medusa spools occupies same voulme that one
conventional spool.
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2.3
Medusa spool is part of LOOP Supply project
that leads to develop a complete Credle to
Cradle solution in 3D printing materials.
The product system contains 3 main loops:
spools reward program, material reward
program and standard LDPE recycle. All of them
are inspired PET bottle recycle chain in Norway.
Moreover biodegradable materials (BASF
ecoﬂex®, recycled paper and soya ink) are used
for packaging and labeling. Technical and
biological nutrients are separated by end user
during unpacking.

3.0 (reutilization)
Medusa spool is made of the most comon
polymer on Earth which recycling process is well
developed and controlled. LDPE was chosen for
its wear resistance and durability. After its
useful life it can enter common recycling process
again as resin and be used for production new
spools or other products. Biodegradable
material ands as a compost for biogas or soil
production.
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Thanks to weight and space
reduction transport is cheaper,
energy consumption lower,
storage easier, and GH gases
emision smaller

Worn out Medusa spools can be recycled in standard
LDPE process and enter back LOOP Supply as resin

(consumer or professional)

Lowering transportation costs
and carbon footprint by
reducing gross weight

ecoﬂex® ﬁlm for vacuum wrapping spools with material,
paper and soya ink for labels inside vacuum bags
(no glueing required)

3.0 (business model)

The spool are trickier in production but cheaper in
transport; the proﬁt comes from reusing them multiple
times. Main concept is to resending them back by end users
to material provider in "Materil reward program". End
users are rewarded with discounts for new materials.
Material provider pays time depandant deposite for using
spools. When a spool is returned in "Spool reward program"
the deposite is payed back and the spool coul be selled
again.
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5
Autodesk Fusion 360 was the main 3D software to
create LOOP Supply Medusa spool concept. It
covers all conceptual, modeling, simulation and
visualization needs. Even Möbius strip used in the
logo was modeled and rendered there.

Even though the organic shape of the
Madusa spool was achieved thanks to
innovative T-spline pipe modeling
tool, the design was parametric and
incorporated motion study joints for
simulate compressing and twisting. I
created base "rig" and then 3
derivatives: unfold, half-folded and
folded. In the last phase cobra-head
endings were speed-modeled by
hand.

This is the most eﬃcient
technique
for
designing
organic shaped ﬂexible parts.
Fusion 360 allowed me to
approximate
spool
weight
what couldn't have been
possible
without
costly
prototyping. Easy to use
rendering engine gave me a
possibility to quickly and
realistically
visualize
the
product.

